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Sorry, but this game is not abandonware and therefore not available in RetroGames.cz. If you want, you can play it directly on nintendo's website through the Nintendo Switch Online service, or here using the Emulatrix online emulator (if you have a ROM file with this game). NES gamepad: Gamepad control: Player 1: Player 2: ↑ - ↓ - ← ← - → → - A X - B Z - SELECT Shift -
START Enter - Selection of emulators: The following emulators are available for this game: NeptunJS (JavaScript), Nesbox (Flash), RetroGames (JS) and vNES (Java). Other platforms: This game can also be played in a game boy version. We are working on others. Game information: box cover Game title: Super Mario Bros. Console: Nintendo Entertainment System (NES)
Author (released): Nintendo (1985) Genre: Action, Platform Mode: Multiplayer Design: Shigeru Miyamoto, Toshihiko Nakago, Kazuaki Morita, ... Music: Koji Kondo Game Manual: Manual.pdf File size: 971 kB Download: unavailable Game size: 40 KB Recommended Emulator: FCEUX From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia: Super Mario Bros. is a 1985 platformer game developed
internally by Nintendo EAD and published by Nintendo as a pseudo-sequel to the Mario Bros. game It was originally released in Japan for Family Computer on September 13, 1985, and later for the Nintendo Entertainment System in North America in 1985, Europe on May 15, 1987 and Australia in 1987. It is the first in the Super Mario game series. In Super Mario Bros., the player
controls Mario and in a two-player game, a second player controls Mario Luigi's brother as he travels through the Mushroom Kingdom in order to rescue Princess Toadstool from antagonist Bowser. The game has been very influential, popularizing the side scrolling genre. In 2005, the IGN survey called it The Greatest Game Of All Time. The game also sold enormously well, and
was the best-selling game of all time for about three decades, until Wii Sports took that title. The commercial success of Super Mario Bros. has caused it to be brought to almost every major Nintendo gaming console. Nintendo released special red variants of the Wii and Nintendo DSi XL consoles on re-packaged, Mario-themed, limited edition packages in late 2010 as part of the
game's 25th anniversary. The player assumes the role of the main protagonist of the series, Mario. Mario's younger brother, Luigi, is only playable by the second player in the game's multiplayer mode, and assumes the same plot role and functionality as Mario. The goal is to run through the Mushroom Kingdom, survive Bowser's main antagonist forces, and save Princess
Toadstool. The player moves from the left side of the screen to the right side in order to reach the flag bar at the end of each level. The world of gambling has coins around him by Mario to collect, and special bricks marked with a question mark (?), which when he was hit from below by Mario, can reveal more coins or a Item. Other secrets, often invisible, bricks may contain more
coins or rare items. If the player wins a red and yellow Super Mushroom, Mario grows to double his size and can take a further blow from most enemies and obstacles, as well as being able to break bricks above him. Players are given a number of lives, and can gain extra lives by collecting 1-Up green and orange mushrooms, collecting 100 coins, defeating several enemies in a
row with a Koopa shell, or bouncing on enemies successively without touching the ground. A life is lost when Mario takes damage while small, falls into a well, or runs out of time. The game ends when all lives are lost. Mario's main attack is jumping on enemies, although many enemies have different answers to this. For example, a Goomba will flatten and be defeated, while a
Koopa Troopa will temporarily retreat to its shell, allowing Mario to use it as a projectile. These projectiles can be diverted from a wall to destroy other enemies, although they can also bounce off Mario, who will hurt or kill him. Another attack, for enemies to stand on top, is to jump and hit under the brick that the enemy is standing on. Another is the Flower of Fire; When collected,
this item changes the color of the Super Mario team and allows you to throw fireballs, or only improve Mario to Super Mario if you haven't already. A less common element is the Starman, which often appears when Mario hits certain hidden or otherwise invisible blocks. This item makes Mario temporarily invincible for most dangers and able to defeat enemies in touch. The game
consists of eight worlds with four sublevels called stages in each world. The final stage of each world takes place in a castle where Bowser or one of her lures are fought. The game also includes some stages that take place underwater, containing different enemies. In addition, there are bonuses and secret areas in the game. Most secret areas contain more coins for Mario to
collect, but some contain warp pipes that allow Mario to advance to later worlds in the game, jumping over the previous ones. More details about this game can be found Wikipedia.org. For fans and collectors: Search for this game on the YouTube.com or Vimeo.com. Buy original game or NES console at Amazon.com or eBay.com. Find digital download of this game in GOG or
Steam. Video game console: This version of Super Mario Bros. was designed for the Nintendo Entertainment System (NES), which was an eight-bit video game console made by Nintendo in 1983 - 2003. At that time, it was the best-selling video game console for which more than 700 licensed games and a number of un licensed games were created. Worldwide, approximately 62
million units of this console were sold at an approximate price of $ per unit. You can find more information about the NES console here. Recommended Game Controllers: You can This game easily using your PC's keyboard (see the table near the game). However, for the utmost enjoyment of games, we recommend using a USB gamepad that simply connects to your computer's
USB port. If you don't have a gamepad, you can buy one of these NES controllers: Online emulators available: 6 different online emulators are available for Super Mario Bros.. These emulators differ not only in the technology they use to emulate old games, but also in support of various game controllers, multiplayer mode, mobile phone touchscreen, emulation speed, absence or
presence of embedded ads and in many other parameters. For the maximum enjoyment of the game, it is important to choose the right emulator, because on each PC and in different Internet browsers, individual emulators behave differently. The basic features of each emulator available for this Super Mario Bros. game are summarized in the following table: RetroGames.cz text
content is available under the Creative Commons 3.0 license. You can copy it freely, but indicate the source and keep the license. By using this website, you agree to the storage of cookies on your computer (unless you disable them in the configuration of your Internet browser). | Facebook Privacy Policy | Terms of Service | Cookie Declaration | Advertising | Na Content Report
This website is hosted by WebSupport.cz. Swtich to Flash Emulator (Save uns supported files) Oh no! We could not detect that Flash was enabled for your browser. This game requires Adobe Flash to play, so please install or allow if you want to play. If you need help enabling or installing the Flash Player, please don't please, please don't, please free to check out Adobe's site for
instructions: Description: This is not just an awesome Mario game, but many! You can select which of Mario's mental classics you want to play and then work through any of the whole games, level by level. Choose your game and play your heart! If you enjoyed this classic and are thirsty for more of the same, try Sonic the Hedgehog 2 Heroes, Sonic Classic Heroes and the fast
Ordinary Sonic. For more of the same from this console head coool to play games from the Nintendo Super NES area of the site. Tags : ARCADE COLLECTION CLASSIC MARIO Additional Info Super Mario All Stars + Super Mario World is a retro online game that you can play for free here at playretrogames.com It has the tags: arcade, collection, classic, mario, and was added
on February 14, 2015. It has been played 1005862 times and is available for the following systems: snes /sfc/Nintendo Super NES You can also play Super Mario All Stars + Super Mario World unlocked. Unlocked.
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